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Summary

The researh in this thesis is devoted to the statistial mehanis and numerial

modelling of geophysial �uid dynamis.

The results of statistial analysis of simulation data obtained from long time in-

tegrations of geophysial �uid models greatly depend on the onservation prop-

erties of the numerial disretization used. In Chapter 2, this is illustrated for

quasigeostrophi �ow with topographi foring, for whih a well established sta-

tistial mehanis exists. We onstruted statistial mehanial theories for the

disrete dynamial systems arising from three disretizations due to Arakawa

(J. Comput. Phys., 1966) whih onserve energy, enstrophy or both. Numerial

experiments with onservative and projeted time integrators have shown that

the statistial theories aurately explain the di�erenes observed in statistis

derived from the disretizations.

In Chapter 3, we onduted long-time simulations with a Hamiltonian partile-

mesh method for ideal �uid �ow, to determine the statistial mean vortiity �eld

of the disretization. We proposed Lagrangian and Eulerian statistial models

for the disrete dynamis, and ompared them against numerial experiments.

The observed results are in exellent agreement with theoretial models, as well

as with the ontinuum statistial mehanial theory for ideal �ow developed by

Ellis, Haven & Turkington (Nonlinearity, 2002). In partiular the results veri�ed

that the apparently trivial onservation of potential vortiity along partile

paths using the HPM method signi�antly in�uenes the mean state. As a

side note, the numerial experiments showed that a nonzero fourth moment of

potential vortiity an in�uene the statistial mean.

Invisid �uid models are haraterized by onservation of energy, sensitive de-

pendene on initial onditions, and the asade of vortiity to ever �ner sales.

For numerial simulations of suh �ows, the vortiity asade presents the hal-

lenge that any diret disretization of the equation of motion must eventually

beome underresolved. To address this problem e�etively requires modelling

the subgrid sale dynamis and their in�uene on the oarse sale. In Chapter 4,

using the point vortex �ow on a dis as a prototype, we presented a losure for

inompressible ideal �uid �ow in the form of a generalized thermostating de-

vie, a tehnique used in moleular simulations to model a system of partiles

interating at a onstant temperature. We showed that the thermostat an

model either an in�nite or �nite reservoir with stohastially fored thermostat

variables. Numerial experiments are in exellent agreement with the two-sale

simulations of Bühler (Phys. Fluids, 2002).




